Terms & Conditions Issued by:
Warehouse Floor Marking Ltd, (referred to as Warehouse Floor Marking and WFM
79 Overlea Drive, Hawarden, Flintshire, CH93HR

All internal areas will take in the region of 24 hours to
fully cure at an ambient temperature (no less than 10
degrees Celsius) if this temperature can t be achieved,
please raise this with your WFM project manager as it
may affect curing times.
Warehouse Floor Marking Ltd cannot guarantee or
offer any guide of life expectancy for internal line
markings that are laid onto an unprepared surface. If
durable lines are needed or in areas that receive MHE
traffic, we strongly advise that the concrete is shot
blasted prior to painting.

The quotation assumes that the floor will be cleaned
by the client prior to the lines being installed unless
otherwise stated in the quotation.
Our quotation is based on 10 hours of unhindered
access per day, any delays to installation caused by
access / site issues, will be charged at a pro rata rate.
If a power supply is being provided by the client to
power our floor preparation equipment, the supply
needed is a 3 phase, 16 amp, 110v, 5 pin point within
50m of all working areas. If this is not available, a
generator will need to be hired at an extra cost. Any
delays caused by a faulty power supply that has been
provided by the client will be charged at a pro rata
rate.
Warehouse Floor Marking Ltd will provide a layout of
the line markings to be installed for your approval
prior to installation commencing, any changes to this
layout must be communicated to the project manager
and not agreed at site level with the installation team.

person be available at the end of the installation to
complete a project sign of sheet to confirm you are
satisfied with the installation.
It is the responsibility of the client to provide sufficient
lighting in the work areas for the duration of the
installation and to provide the use of MHE to unload
materials.

Empty paint cans and consumables associated with
the installation that are not hazardous will be
disposed of in the clients skip, if this is not permitted,
please make your WFM project manager aware as a
skip may need to be hired at an extra cost.
Shot blasted floor preparation gives the edge of
painted lines a feathered effect, this is a sign of
durability and should not be confused with bleed on
the markings.
Any quotation given by us is based on the installation
of paint to a micron thickness equivalent to that of two
coats, due to the chemical bonding properties of the
paint, it is not always necessary to paint two separate
coats. The equivalent amount of paint can usually be
installed in one coat.

Should the type of concrete or painting surface be
more porous than usual, it may be required that we
use more paint to complete the installation. This is
something we are not able to valuate until the
installation has begun. We will make every effort to
reduce the impact to you however any charges for
additional paint which is required which were not
foreseen upon the quotation will be charged to you.

We request that a nominated representative from
your organization with knowledge of the project be on
site on the first day of installation to receive our team
and also be contactable for the duration of our visit.
We also request that the nominated
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